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1. Introduction
Wind power penetration has reached important levels in several European, American and
other world countries. Wind electric energy production in some countries is comparable
with that obtained through the nuclear and other conventional energies, thus System
Operators in many nations have established wind farms grid codes in order to remain grid
stability. Grid code requirements have been developed in response to the technical and
regulatory necessities in each country; so there are a great variety of wind farms connection
requirements. However, all grid codes have in common some quantities such as voltage,
frequency and active and reactive powers and currents must be verified.
In other hand, grid code requirements do not specify which active and reactive power and
current formulations must be used. A lot of power approaches can be used. Several recently
established approaches consider active and reactive phenomena must be analyzed by the
fundamental-frequency, positive-sequence voltages and currents; this is because these last
quantities determinate generators working and electromechanical stability. The IEEE
Standard 1459-2010 explicitly holds one of these theories, due to A.E. Emanuel. The p-q-r
theory, developed by Akagi and others, also establishes fundamental-frequency, positivesequence active and reactive powers. The Unified Theory described in this Chapter gives
one more step in front of the two above mentioned theories and decomposes fundamentalfrequency, positive-sequence active and reactive powers and currents into two quantities: a)
due to the active and reactive loads and b) caused by the unbalances. According to the
Unified Theory unbalances can originate additional active and reactive powers and currents
which can have the same or different sign of those due to active and reactive loads and,
therefore, total active and reactive powers and currents can be increased or decreased. This
active and reactive powers and currents decomposition can deliver important
complementary information for verifying accomplishment of the grid code requirements
and to regulate wind generators in order to win without disconnection transitory
perturbations, such as voltage dips.
In this Chapter, the two above indicated fundamental-frequency, positive-sequence active
and reactive components of powers and currents are expressed and their properties are
established. Formulations of these quantities are applied on actual wind farms to verify
some European Grid Code requirements, focusing on the Spanish grid code, and their
results are compared with those obtained from other power approaches.
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Conclusions show that power and current formulations established in this Chapter are
important tools to analyze wind farms working in normal operation and in presence of
transitory disturbances, and these formulations can be proposed for a future grid code
harmonisation.

2. Active and reactive powers and currents formulations applied to wind
farms
Figure 1 schematically shows the equivalent circuit of a wind generator connected to the
grid (represented by a delta-connected load). Phases of the wind generator are starconnected and there is no neutral wire. Active and reactive phenomena in these power
systems do not depend on the zero-sequence voltages and, thus, any artificial ground can be
chosen to measure phase voltages at the point of common coupling (PCC).

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a wind generator connected to the grid
Active and reactive phenomena in that power system are analyzed and their characteristic
quantities are formulated in this section using the Unified Theory (León et al., 2001).
Traditional active and reactive powers included in the IEEE Standard 1459-2010 will be
expressed at last of this section in order to compare the results obtained with these
mentioned approaches applied on data registered in actual wind farms, in other sections.
2.1 Active and reactive phenomena according to the unified theory
Unified Theory (León et al., 2001) establishes the active and the reactive phenomena occur
because the fundamental positive-sequence voltages and currents. This consideration also is
implicitly established by the p-q-r theory (Kim et al., 2002) and Emanuel’s theory, included
in the IEEE Standard 1459-2010. Importance of the fundamental-frequency positivesequence quantities is they determinate the main magnetic field and the useful torque of the
wind generators and, consequently, the adequate working and stability of those machines.
Contribution of the Unified Theory with respect to the two above mentioned approaches is
active and reactive currents and powers have been decomposed into two components: (a)
due to the loads and (b) caused by the unbalances (León et al., 2007; 2009). These new
quantities established by the Unified Theory give better and greater information about the
manifesting phenomena, which can be applied to analyze wind generators working.
2.1.1 Unified theory’s active and reactive currents
Let’s consider the equivalent circuit of a wind-generator connected to the grid, represented
in fig.1. Fundamental-frequency voltages obtained at the point of common coupling (PCC)
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by Fourier’s analysis are unbalanced, in general, and their CRMS line to line values
( VAB , VBC , VCA ) can be decomposed into the positive-sequence ( VAB+ ) and the negative-

sequence ( VAB− ) components, by Stokvis-Fortescue:

VAB = VAB+ + VAB−

VBC = VBC + + VBC − = a2 VAB+ + aVAB−

(1)

VCA = VCA + + VCA − = aVAB+ + a VAB−
2

expressions where a = 1/120º and the voltage symmetrical components are obtained as:
VAB+ = 13 (VAB + aVBC + a2 VCA ) = VAB+
VAB− = 31 (VAB + a2 VBC + aVCA ) = VAB−

α+
α−

(2)

Load phase currents be expressed in function of those voltage symmetrical components and
the load admittances ( YAB , YBC , YCA ):
I AB = YAB ⋅ VAB = YAB ⋅ (VAB+ + VAB− )

IBC = YBC ⋅ VBC = YBC ⋅ ( a2 VAB+ + aVAB− )
ICA = YCA ⋅ VCA = YCA ⋅ ( aVAB+ + a VAB− )

(3)

2

These currents are unbalanced, in general, and thus their symmetrical components are, by
Stokvis-Fortescue:
I AB+ = Y+ ⋅ VAB+ + Yi ⋅ VAB−
I AB− = Yh ⋅VAB+ + Y+ ⋅VAB−

(4)

I ABo = Yi ⋅ VAB+ + Yh ⋅VAB−

where subscripts (+), (-) and (o), respectively denote positive-, negative- and zero-sequence
components, and the admittances are:
Positive admittance,

Ye = 31 (YAB + YBC + YCA ) = Ye
-

−α e

Basic unbalance admittance for the negative-sequence,
Yi = 31 (YAB + a 2 YBC + aYCA ) = Yi

-

(5)

−α i

(6)

−α h

(7)

Basic unbalance admittance for the positive-sequence,

Yh = 13 (YAB + aYBC + a2 YCA ) = Yh

Positive admittance ( Ye ) is the admittance of the equivalent balanced load which absorbs
the same active and reactive powers that the real unbalanced load when are supplied with
the fundamental-frequency positive-sequence voltages. Basic unbalance admittance for the
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negative-sequence ( Yi ) denotes the increasing of the fundamental positive-sequence
currents due to the negative-sequence voltage effects. Basic unbalance admittance for the
positive-sequence ( Yh ) defines the increasing of the fundamental negative-sequence
currents due to the positive-sequence voltage effects.
Line to artificial-ground voltages ( VA , VB , VC ) at the PCC of the circuit showed in fig. 1 have
the following fundamental positive- and negative-sequence components, by StokvisFortescue:

VA + =

VAB+
3

− 30º

VA − =

VAB−
3

30º

(8)

Fundamental positive-sequence line currents ( I A , IB , IC ) supplied by the wind-generator
showed in fig. 1 are unbalanced have the following general expression, from (4) and (8):
IA+ =

3 I AB+

− 30º =

3VA + ⋅ (Ye + δ u ⋅ Yi )

(9)

where

δu =

VAB−
= δu
VAB+

α − −α +

(10)

is the unbalance degree of the phase to phase voltages at the PCC.
From (9), two components of the fundamental positive-sequence line currents may be
established: active and reactive. Active fundamental positive-sequence line current ( I Aa + )
has the following general expression:
I Aa + = 3VA + ⋅ (Ye ⋅ cos α e + δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ cos(α − − α + − α i )) =
= 3VA + ⋅ (Ge + δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ cos(α − − α + − α i ))

(11)

being Ge = Ye ⋅ cos α e the load positive conductance, the real part of the positive admittance
( Ye ). The above current is 0º dephased with the fundamental positive-sequence phase to
ground voltage ( VA + ) and it transfers the useful power (positive-sequence active power, P+)
produced by the wind-generator. Active fundamental positive-sequence line current may be
decomposed into two components too, as it is appreciated from (11):
I Aa a + = 3 Ye ⋅ cos α e ⋅ VA + = 3 Ge VA

I Aa u + = 3 δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ cos(α − − α + − α i ) ⋅VA +

(12)

First component of the active fundamental positive-sequence line currents, I Aa a + , transfers
the active power in the best efficiency and power quality conditions ( Pa + ), i.e., when
voltages are sinusoidal and balanced, with positive-sequence. Second component, I Aa u + ,
characterizes the increasing (positive or negative) of positive-sequence active power caused
by the voltage and load (grid) unbalances ( Pu + ).
Reactive fundamental positive-sequence line current ( I Ar + ) is the component of I A + 90º
dephased with respect to VA + , which transfers the positive-sequence reactive power ( Q+ ).
General expression of this current is, from (9):
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I Ar + = j 3VA + ⋅ ( −Ye ⋅ sin α e + δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ sin(α − − α + − α i )) =
= j 3VA + ⋅ ( ∓ Be + δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ sin(α − − α + − α i ))
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(13)

where Be = Ye ⋅ sin α e is the load positive susceptance, the imaginary part of the positive
admittance ( Ye ) Reactive fundamental positive-sequence line current also holds two
components:
I Ar r + = − j 3 Ye ⋅ sin α e ⋅ VA + = ∓ j 3 Be VA +

I Ar u + = j 3 δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ sin (α − − α + − α i ) ⋅VA +

(14)

First component, I Arr + , transfers the positive-sequence reactive power with balanced
voltages ( Qr + ); thus, this current delivers the load reactive power (negative sign of this
quantity in (14) corresponds with inductive loads and positive sign is for capacitive loads).
Second component, I Ar u + , represents the increasing (positive or negative) of the reactive
power caused by the voltage and load (grid) unbalances ( Qu + ).
2.1.2 Unified theory’s active and reactive powers
Fundamental positive-sequence complex power supplied by the wind generator showed in
fig. 1 is expressed as:

S+ = 3 VA + ⋅ I A* + = 9VA2 + ⋅ (Ye* + δ u* ⋅ Yi* ) = P+ + Q+

(15)

Positive-sequence active power ( P+ ) is the real part of the above quantity and it
characterizes the direct torque applied to the axis of the wind-generator. This quantity has
two components, due to the active loads ( Pa + ) and caused by the unbalances ( Pu + ):
*
2
P+ = 3 VA + ⋅ I Aa
+ = 9 VA + ⋅ (Ge + δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ cos(α + − α − + α i ) = Pa + + Pu +
*
2
Pa + = 3 VA + ⋅ I Aa
a + = 9 Ge VA +

Pu + =

*
3 VA + ⋅ I Aa
u+

=

9 δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ cos(α + − α − + α i ) ⋅ VA2 +

(16)

Pa + is the positive-sequence active power supplied by the wind-generator under positivesequence balanced voltages; thus, it may be defined as the positive-sequence active power
due to the load consumptions. This quantity measures the active power which is
transformed under the best efficiency and power quality conditions. Pu + represents the
increasing of the positive-sequence active power produced by the voltage and load
unbalances. Last quantity identifies the poor power quality in the power system, since it
occurs when there are voltage unbalances, and it may have the same or different sign
that Pa + , so it increases or decreases the total positive-sequence active power ( P+ ).
Positive-sequence reactive power ( Q+ ) is the module of the imaginary part of the positivesequence complex power. Expressed in complex notation, this quantity has the following
formulation:
*
2
Q+ = 3 VA + ⋅ I Ar
+ = j 9 VA + ⋅ (Ye ⋅ sin α e + δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ sin(α + − α − + α i )) =

= j 9VA2 + ⋅ ( ± Be + δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ sin(α + − α − + α i )) = Qr + + Qu +
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Positive-sequence reactive power characterizes the main magnetic field of the windgenerator and it holds two components, due to the reactive loads ( Qr + ) and caused by the
unbalances ( Qu + ):
*
2
2
Qr + = 3 VA + ⋅ I Ar
r + = j 9 Ye ⋅ sin α e ⋅ VA + = ± j 9 Be VA +

*
2
Qu + = 3 VA + ⋅ I Ar
u + = j 9 δ u ⋅ Yi ⋅ sin(α + − α − + α i ) ⋅VA +

(18)

Qr + is the positive-sequence reactive power supplied by the wind-generator under
positive-sequence balanced voltages. This quantity determinates the reactive power
established under the best efficiency and power quality conditions. Qu + defines the
increasing of the positive-sequence active power produced by the voltage and load
unbalances. This quantity identifies the poor power quality in the power system, since it
occurs when there are voltage unbalances, and it may have the same or different character
(inductive or capacitive) that Qr + , and thus it can increase or decrease the positivesequence reactive power , Q+ .

2.2 Active and reactive phenomena according to the Spanish Grid Code
Active and reactive currents and powers are not explicitly formulated in the Spanish Grid
Code (O.P. 12.3); however, traditional formulations of these quantities can be implicitly
appreciated in the grid code text, such as will be seen in the next section. Those active and
reactive formulations are obtained from Budeanu´s approach, applied to sinusoidal circuits,
and they are included into the IEEE Standard 1459-2010.
Active and reactive currents supplied by the wind-generator ( I az , Irz , z=A,B,C) are the
traditionally known fundamental-frequency line current 0º and ± 90º respectively dephased
with respect to its fundamental phase voltage ( Vz ),

Iaz = Gz ⋅ Vz =

Pz
Vz
Vz2

Irz = Bz ⋅ Vz = ∓ j

Qz
Vz
Vz2

(19)

Active current transfers the active power of each phase ( Pz ) and reactive current delivers
the reactive power of the correspondent phase ( Qz ).
Active and reactive powers supplied by the wind-generator, according to the Spanish Grid
Code implicitly proposes, are the well-known active and reactive powers for sinusoidal
three-phase circuits:
P=

Q=

∑

z = A , B ,C

∑

z = A , B ,C

*
*
*
+ VB ⋅ I aB
+ VC ⋅ IaC
Pz = VA ⋅ IaA

*
*
+ VB ⋅ IrB* + VC ⋅ IrC
Qz = VA ⋅ IrA

(20)

Positive-sequence active and reactive powers (P+, Q+) described in the before section are
respectively included in the above quantities, but also active and reactive powers expressed
by (20) contain quantities due to the fundamental-frequency negative-sequence voltages and
currents (P-, Q-).
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3. Grid code requirements
Grid codes established by the different countries provides the minimum operation and
security requirements of the wind farms installations connected to the Electric Network in
order to guarantee the supply continuity in presence of voltage dips. The Spanish Operation
Procedure O.P. 12.3, which constitutes the present Spanish Grid Code, establishes wind
farms and all their components must be able to withstand, without disconnection, transient
voltage dips at the grid point of common coupling caused by three-phase, two-phase and
single-phase faults within the area described by the voltage-time characteristic showed in
fig.2a. That characteristic or LVRT (Low Voltage Ride Through) requirements has been
recently modified by the draft of the Spanish Operation Procedure O.P. 12.2 by increasing
the allowed depth of the voltage drop up to zero during the first 150 ms after the beginning
of the disturbance (fig.2b), similar to the LVRT requirements of the German Grid Code from
E.ON Netz, represented in fig.2c.

Fig. 2. Low Voltage Ride Through requirements: (a) Spanish O.P. 12.3, (b) Spanish O.P. 12.2
(draft), (c) E.ON Netz
3.1 Reactive power requirements
The present Spanish Grid Code (O.P. 12.3) prescribes that reactive power consumptions are
not allowed in the wind farm installations at the point of common coupling with the grid
during the voltage dip and the following clearance fault and voltage recovery. However,
some reactive power consumptions lower than 60% of the registered rated power in each
cycle (20 ms) may be allowed during just the 150 ms after the beginning of three-phase
balanced voltage dips and the 150 ms after its clearance (fig.3a). These admitted periods of
reactive power consumptions will be reduced in the future Spanish Grid Code (O.P. 12.2) to
40 ms after the beginning of the fault and 80 ms after the voltage recovery and clearance
fault (fig.4a).
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For unbalanced single-phase and two-phase voltage dips (fig.3b), some unspecified reactive
power consumptions are allowed during the 150 ms after the beginning of the fault (80 ms
according to the O.P. 12.2, fig.4b) and the 150 ms after the voltage recovery (80 ms according to
the O.P. 12.2, fig.4b). But, some reactive power consumptions lower than 40% of the registered
rated powers are admitted during all disturbance duration for periods lower than 100 ms.
Reactive power for unbalanced faults is defined by the present Spanish Grid Code like the
sum of the reactive powers supplied to each grid phases, i.e., such as it is expressed by (20).
E.ON German Grid Code establishes grid voltages must be supported during the transient
voltage dips by supplying the necessary reactive power, with a limit of the wind farm
registered rated power.

Fig. 3. Reactive power requirements according to the O.P. 12.3: (a) Balanced voltage dips; (b)
unbalanced voltage dips

Fig. 4. Reactive power requirements according to the O.P. 12.2: (a) Balanced voltage dips; (b)
unbalanced voltage dips
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3.2 Active power requirements
The O.P. 12.3 and the draft of the O.P. 12.2 establish no active power consumptions are
allowed during the fault and the voltage recovery period. However, some momentary active
power consumptions are allowed by both Operation Procedures during the fault and the
clearance period, such as figs. 5 and 6 respectively show.

Fig. 5. Active power requirements according to the O.P. 12.3: (a) Balanced voltage dips; (b)
unbalanced voltage dips

Fig. 6. Active power requirements according to the O.P. 12.2: (a) Balanced voltage dips; (b)
unbalanced voltage dips
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Active power consumptions lower than 10% of installation registered rated power are
admitted during the maintenance of the fault in presence of three-phase balanced voltage
dips, while this maximum allowed magnitude is increased up to 45% of registered rated
power for unbalanced voltage dips, but only during 100 ms (30% each 20 ms cycle). These
active power consumptions referred by the O.P. 12.3 are implicitly defined by (20). The O.P.
12.2 does not express which active power formulation must be used.
German Grid Code is not as exhaustive as the Spanish Grid Code and it specifies wind
farms have the ability of active power curtailment with a ramp rate 10% of grid connection
per minute.
3.3 Current requirements
Spanish and German Grid Codes require the installation supplies the maximum possible
current during the fault maintenance and the voltage recovery period. This current delivery
must verify that reactive current is above the minimum unitary values delimited by the lines
in fig.7, for each grid code.

Fig. 7. Minimum admissible values of the reactive current: (a) O.P. 12.3; (b) O.P. 12.2; (c)
E.ON Netz
Active current limits (in per unit values) according to the O.P. 12.3 are mathematically
expressed in function of the unitary voltage values (V) as:
Ia ≥
Ia ≤

1 − ( 1 + 2, 57 ⋅ (V − 0,85 ) )
1 − 6,6 ⋅ ( 0,85 − V )

0 ≤ I a ≤ 0, 4359
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2

(0, 5 ≤ V ≤ 0,85)
(0 ≤ V ≤ 0, 5)

(21)
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Fig. 8. Active current limits in unitary values during the voltage dip
Active current values according to the O.P. 12.2 must be within the area showed in fig.8. Limits
of the active current described in fig.8 are mathematically expressed in unitary values as:
( a) I a ≤

Po
V
(1 − ΔV )2
(b ) I a ≥ 0
Po
(c ) I a ≥
(V − 0, 5)
(1 − ΔV )(0, 5 − ΔV )

(V ≤ 1 − ΔV )
(V ≤ 0, 5)

(0, 5 ≤ V ≤ 1 − ΔV )

(22)

where Po is the unitary active power supplied by the installation prior to the disturbance.

4. Practical experiences
Two remarkable events occurred in a Spanish wind farm is used in this section to analyze
utility of the active and reactive formulations established in section 2 and their application
for verifying grid code requirements. Those events are a three-phase balanced voltage dip
and a two-phase voltage dip manifested at the connection point of a 660 kW rated power
wind generator, with 690 V phase to phase nominal voltages.
Spanish grid code requirements in their two versions, O.P. 12.2 and O.P. 12.3, were not
verified in the three-phase balanced voltage dip (fig. 9) and the installation was finally
disconnected, mainly due to an excess of the supplied active current (figs. 10 and 11a).
Comparison between active currents measured during the three-phase balanced voltage dip
according to the two approaches included in section 2 (figs. 10 and 11a) shows traditional
active currents used by the grid codes and fundamental positive-sequence active current
have the same evolutions. And the same can be told for the traditional and positivesequence reactive currents (fig. 12 and 13a). Active and reactive powers show the same
tendencies and similar values with both theories (figs. 14 and 15, respectively). However,
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while traditional active and reactive currents have different values in each phase, this one
does not occur with the positive-sequence active and reactive currents; thus, the verification
process of the grid code requirements is easier using the Unified Theory.

Fig. 9. Three-phase balanced voltage dip

Fig. 10. Phase active currents
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Fig. 11. Unified Theory’s active currents: (a) total, (b) due to the active loads,
(c) caused by the unbalances

Fig. 12. Phase reactive currents
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Fig. 13. Unified Theory’s reactive currents: (a) total, (b) due to the reactive loads,
(c) caused by the unbalances

Fig. 14. Active powers: (a) Traditional, (b) Unified Theory
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Fig. 15. Reactive powers: (a) traditional, (b) Unified Theory
Spanish and German grid code requirements was verified by the wind farm in presence of
the analyzed two-phase dip whether the Unified Theory is used. However, the application
of the traditional theory is very complicated since the traditional active and reactive currents
have different sign and value in each grid phases (figs. 16 and 18) and traditional active and
reactive powers contain negative-sequence components. Unified Theory’s positive-sequence
active and reactive currents verify grid code requirements because their values are not
increased during the fault (figs. 17a and 19a). Moreover, the maintenance of the positivesequence reactive power is explained by an important consumption of the positive-sequence
reactive current caused by the unbalances (fig. 19c), which compensate the increasing of the
reactive current demanded by the grid (fig. 19b). Figure 20 shows how the duration of
positive-sequence active power consumptions is less than the time period of the traditional
active power consumptions and, thus, the accomplishment of the grid code requirements is
improved. This fact occurs because a short positive-sequence active power delivery caused
by the unbalances (fig. 21b). Difference between the traditional and the Unified Theory’s
reactive powers (fig. 22) defines the negative-sequence component of the reactive power
which originates reverse magnetic fields and causes wind-generator malfunction. Positivesequence reactive power is decreased by a strong reactive power consumption caused by the
unbalances during the voltage dip (fig. 23b). This reduction of the positive-sequence reactive
current supplied to the grid is convenient for the accomplishment of the grid code
requirements.
The analysis of the two-phase voltage dip shows the Unified Theory is clearly better than
the traditional theory for verifying the accomplishment of the grid code requirements, since
that theory uses quantities more related with the active and reactive phenomena and it gives
up additional information about those phenomena.
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Fig. 16. Two-phase voltage dip

Fig. 17. Phase active currents
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Fig. 18. Unified Theory’s active currents: (a) total, (b) due to the active loads,
(c) caused by the unbalances

Fig. 19. Phase reactive currents
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Fig. 20. Unified Theory’s reactive currents: (a) total, (b) due to the reactive loads,
(c) caused by the unbalances

Fig. 21. Active powers: (a) traditional theory, (b) Unified Theory
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Fig. 22. Unified Theory’s active powers components: (a) due to the active loads,
(b) caused by the unbalances

Fig. 23. Reactive powers: (a) traditional theory, (b) Unified Theory
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Fig. 24. Unified Theory’s reactive power components: (a) due to the reactive loads,
(b) caused by the unbalances

5. Conclusions
The Spanish Grid Code and the grid codes from other countries require some quantities,
such as active and reactive currents and powers, must be controlled in order to avoid
unexpected disconnections of the wind farms submitted to voltage dips. These grid codes
implicitly propose the traditional well-known formulations, included in the IEEE Standard
1459-2010, for measuring active and reactive powers and currents. For balanced voltage
dips, these formulations are adequate to verify grid code requirements, although the
different values of the active and reactive phase currents may difficult the verification
process. However, for unbalanced voltage dips, traditional formulations include
components which are a result of the imbalances and, thus, mistakes in the magnitude and
duration of the active and reactive quantities may be presented.
Fundamental positive-sequence active and reactive formulations, also included in the IEEE
Standard 1459-2010, are a more adequate alternative than the traditional theory for verifying
the accomplishment of the grid code requirements. Several reasons justify the use of the
fundamental positive-sequence quantities: (a) active and reactive currents have only one
component so much for balanced as unbalanced voltage dips and, thus, the verification
process of the grid code requirements is simplified; (b) positive-sequence active and reactive
powers do not contain negative-sequence components caused by the voltage unbalances
and, thus, these quantities exactly quantify active and reactive phenomena effects,
respectively; (c) positive-sequence active and reactive powers and currents can be
decomposed into two components, due to the loads and caused by the unbalances.
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This decomposition established by the Unified Theory has been expressed in section 2. It
shows how imbalances of supplies and loads originate additional positive-sequence powers
and currents, which either can increase or decrease total values of these quantities and,
therefore, the accomplishment of the grid code requirements can be better explained and
new wind-generator support procedures can be proposed by applying the Unified Theory.
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